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Two alternative proposals for abbreviations of names of genera are suggested for coding microbiological data and are compared to that of Johnson et al. (1976) .
The proposal for abbreviations of generic names by Johnson et al.
(1) offers a solution to a continual problem facing systems analysts and computer programmers: a type of "inverse Parkinson's Law" problem where "the amount of data must be contracted to fit the available computer space." In this instance the problem is caused by the variable length of names of taxa.
However, the list of abbreviations as proposed by Johnson et al. does provide a difficulty for the computer programmer who wishes to use the computer to perform changes from generic names to abbreviations and vice versa and to automatically arrange the names or abbreviations in alphabetical order for indexing purposes. The problem is that the letters in each abbreviation are not in alphabetic sequence. This is significant for the following reason.
When performing interchanges of this nature by computer it is the normal procedure to arrange the information in a two-column table within the computer memory; in this case generic names are placed in column l and abbreviations are placed in column 2. To find an abbreviation for any generic name, one has simply to search down column 1 for the name, and then obtain the abbreviation from the same row in column 2. The procedure by which the search is performed is significant. If the generic names are in any order and a sequential searching method is applied (i.e., the names are looked at in turn, starting with the first, and following with the second, third, etc.), then a list of 64 names would require an average of 32 comparisons to find any given name. If, however, the names are in alphabetic order, a procedure such as the binary search in the Appendix can be applied. This procedure would find any name in an ordered list of length of 64 names in no inore than 8 comparisons. Such savings in the number of comparisons needed can become extremely important where repeated searches of large lists are required.
The smx   STVC  SCMN  SCVB  SULB  SMBI  TMAT  TMMO  TMPL  TM  THBC  THBT  THCP  THCS  THDD  THDT  THPD  THPC  THSR  THSP  THSL  THTX  THVL  TOTX TEAM  TEMO  TEPL  TERM  THBA  THBC  THCP  THCS  THDD  THDT  THPD  THPL  THSC  THSP  THSR  THTX  THVL  TOTX  TREP  URPL  VEIL  VIBR  VITR STMTL  STRBA  STRCO  STRMY  STRSO  STRTX  STRVC  SUCMN  SUCVB  SULFB  SYMBI  TEAMY  TEMNS  TEMPL  TERMS  THIBA  THIBC  THICP  THICS  THIDD  THIDT  THIPD  THIPL  THISC  W I S P  THISR  THITX  THIVL  TOXTX  TREPN  UREPL  VEILN  VIBRO  VITRS  WOLBC  KANMN  YERSN  COGLO  4YMMN   ICHRM  4CTMS  ICTPY  WTSC  ICTSO VOL. 26, 1976 FRBT  FSFM  FSCL  GFKY  HERL  HYMN  ITS0  LEVN  LNGM  MESP  MLVB  MIBT  MTSO  MIMA  MXBT  OCMN  OCSP  ODMY  OSLR  OSLT  PCBT  PRVD  PSBT  RMBT  ROTC  RSTL  SAMN  SDBT  3DMN  3DNM  SDFC  3DSF  JRNG  3FFR  3PNM  3PSD  3LNG  3TBT  3TPN  XJMN  3USP  rMBT  rMP0  I'MSM  VTMY  NKMA  ZYBT by increasing the length of the abbreviation from four characters to five characters. To those not familiar with computers this is not necessarily as serious as may initially appear. Firstly, the number of characters has still been reduced from a maximum of 19 (STREFTO-VERTICILLIUM) to 5 (almost a 75% reduction). Secondly, many computers (such as the PDP-10) store at least five characters in each "word" of memory (if only four characters are inserted in a word the remaining character positions are set as blanks) and comparisons are performed on a word-by-word basis. Therefore, these computers would take exactly the same time to compare four characters as they would to compare five characters. An alphabetic five-character list is also specified (Table 1) . This (i) has removed many of the inconsistencies of the alphabetic four-character list, (ii) corresponds more closely with the Code for Abbreviations (Table 2) , (iii) provides better correspondence between the generic name and abbreviation which is of importance for performing "human" conversions.
Johnson et al. specify an upper limit of four characters for each abbreviation; some have two or three characters. The proposed four-and five-character lists do not allow such variation. In many cases computer programming becomes much simpler if it is known that all abbreviations are always a fixed length (either four or five, whichever proposal is adopted). Abbreviations of names of genera suggested for coding microbiological data. Int. J. Syst. Bacteriol. 2 6 278-282.
